Rehabilitation Recommendations for Multiple Sclerosis Patients during the COVID-19 Pandemic
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Dear Editor,

The COVID-19 disease, which is caused by the new coronavirus, is a contagious illness that causes respiratory problems, physical disabilities, and psychological problems.1,2 All people in the community, including multiple sclerosis (MS) patients, are at risk for the COVID-19 disease. It is more important in MS patients because these patients may be at increased risk for more severe disease due to their medications. Continuous rehabilitation is an essential need for MS patients because of their symptoms including spasticity, fatigue and others.3-5 In the coronavirus pandemic situation and the quarantine period, the patients do not have access to equipped rehabilitation centers. So, special attention should be paid to the rehabilitation program of these patients. The patients with COVID-19 need respiratory rehabilitation and MS patients with COVID-19 need more rehabilitation programs including respiratory, physical and digestive rehabilitation. Considering the highly contagious coronavirus, rehabilitation specialists must prepare educational material about exercises and rehabilitation in videos, brochures etc. There is currently little information available about the standard rehabilitation of the COVID-19 disease in MS patients, but we can recommend the following in this regard:

Recommendation for MS Patients without COVID-19

Non-disabled Patients (Expanded Disability Status Scale<6)

• We recommend regular physical activities as possible such as walking in room and cycling on a stationary bike, balanced diet, enough rest and quitting smoking.
• Routine exercise including: active or active assisted range of motion (ROM) exercise for all joints twice a day every day; active or active assisted stretching exercise twice a day, every day especially for calf and hamstring muscles and shoulder region and pectoral muscles; resistance exercise twice per week, 10–15 repetitions.

Disabled Patients (Expanded Disability Status Scale ≥6)

• Routine exercise including: bed rolling, change of position, contraction of abdominal, gluteal, thigh and ankle muscles frequently, every day. Passive ROM exercise for all joints twice a day, every day. Passive stretching exercise twice a day, every day especially for spastic muscles.
• Digestive rehabilitation: In addition to enough liquid intake, they must move in bed or wheelchair frequently, and perform anal lifting and contraction of the abdominal muscles to improve blood circulation in the abdomen and improve digestive function.3

Recommendation for MS Patients with Mild COVID-19

In addition to the pervious exercise, they must do the following exercise depending on their general and pulmonary conditions under a physician’s supervision:

Breathing exercises: Deep breathing and diaphragmatic breathing exercises, pursed lip breathing, coughing with the Huff technique, twice a day for at least ten minutes.6
Exercise for deep vein thrombosis prevention: Active or passive ankle pumping and ankle rotation at least twice a day, recurrent tightening and relaxing leg and thigh muscles.
Full body exercise: Stepping in the air, arch bridge, and stretching sit-ups as possible for non-disabled patients.6

The patients should stop exercising as soon as one of the following conditions occurs, and seek doctor’s help: Dyspnea, chest tightness, dizziness, headache, blurred vision, palpitations, sweating, inability to maintain balance, etc.2
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Recommendation for MS Patients with Severe COVID-19

In these patients, a comprehensive assessment of the overall functional status of the patient must be performed; if the patient is stable, rehabilitation by an expert therapist must be started as soon as possible.

In general, it can be recommended that MS patients need more attention for rehabilitation in the COVID-19 pandemic. These patients may experience more anxiety about the coronavirus than common people; so, psychological interventions and reassurance can be helpful and necessary. For optimal management of MS patients in this pandemic situation, physicians and rehabilitation teams must be available to patients and do the most for remote rehabilitation education.
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